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1. INTRODUCTION
Many results concerning global dimension are ``two-sided.'' For in-
stance:
w xTHEOREM 1.1 KK1, Theorem 2 . If R is a fibre product of R and R1 2
  . 4o¨er R9 then lgld R F sup lgld R q fd R .is1, 2 i i R
 .Here, fd R denotes the flat dimensions of R as right R modules.i R i
This bound on the left global dimension of R is concerned with the
 .left-hand side of the rings, R i.e., lgld R and with the right-hand side ofi i
  . .the R modules R i.e., fd R . The object of this paper will be to providei i R
a ``one sided'' analogue of this, and other, results. The benefits in so doing
are as follows:
 .1 It may be easier to work only on one side of the rings in
question.
 .2 Bounds obtained may be improved.
w xWe note that Kirkman and Kuzmanovich KK2 have provided an example
of a prime PI ring R with lgld R y rgld R s m, where m is any pre-
assigned positive integer, and so it may indeed be beneficial to concen-
trate on a particular side of the ring. For a specific instance of this see
Example 3.4.
The global dimension of a ring is often infinite and in such a case it is
sometimes useful to consider one of the finitistic dimensions. The methods
of proof adopted in this paper will allow us to bound the finitistic injective
 .dimension of the rings in question. We note see Example 2.1 that this
can differ greatly from finitistic projective dimension.
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Section 2 gives a brief review of the concepts being considered and the
techniques which will be used. The first application is seen in Section 3,
where we give the promised one sided version of Theorem 1.1 as well as
.its finitistic analogue and an example to illustrate the advantage of
working on one side only.
One sided bounds concerning finitistic projective dimension do not
always exist even though the corresponding result for global dimension
 w x.may be true. It is well known see, for example, McR, 7.2.8 that if R is a
subring of a ring S such that R is an R bimodule direct summand of S
then rgld S q pd S . In Section 4 we show that a finitistic projectiveR
version of this result does not hold. One solution to this problem is
w xprovided in KK3, Theorem 6 , where the authors put forward this two
sided alternative: Let R be a subring of a ring S such that R is an R
 .  .bimodule direct summand of S, then rFPD R F rFPD S q n, where n is
 .a bound on the vanishing of Tor , S . We illustrate the benefits ofR
considering finitistic injective dimension by providing a one sided finitistic
 .version of this Theorem 4.3 .
w xIn Section 5 we reproduce a result of Sandomierski S, Theorem 3.4 and
 .also provide Corollary 5.4 the following finistic version: If R is a ring and
 .I a right T-nilpotent ideal of R then lFID R F lFID RrI q n, where n is
 .a bound on the vanishing of Ext RrI, .R
2. FINITISTIC DIMENSIONS AND THE
VANISHING OF EXT
Let R be a ring and M and R y R bimodule. We shall denote the
projective dimension of M as a left R module by pd M and as a right RR
 .module by pd M and similarly for flat dimension .R
 .  .Theorem 1.1 is clearly only useful when fd R s n - ` . One way toi R
w xgeneralize this condition is introduced in KK3 and is concerned with
 .obtaining a bound on the vanishing of Tor , RrI . In particular, ifR
 .  .fd RrI s n then n is a bound on the vanishing of Tor , RrI .R R
 .However, the authors provide an example when fd RrI s ` but aR
 .  . wfinite bound on the vanishing of Tor , RrI can be found KK3,R
xSection 1 . We shall be concerned here with the corresponding concept for
 .Ext RrI, defined as follows:R
 .DEFINITION. Let R be a ring and M a left R module. A nonnegative
 .integer n is called a bound on the ¨anishing of Ext M, if wheneverR
p . p .Ext M, N s 0 for all p sufficiently large than Ext M, N s 0 for allR R
p G n q 1.
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Of course, if pd M s n - ` then n is a bound on the vanishing ofR
 . w xExt M, . Also, as in KK3 , if the nth syzygy of a projective resolution ofR
 .M is periodic then n is a bound on the vanishing of Ext M, .R R
For an arbitrary ring R, we define the finitistic injective dimension as
follows:
 .DEFINITION. Let R be a ring. The left finitistic injecti¨ e dimension of
  ..  .  4R lFID R is given by lFID R s sup id R , the supremum taken overM
 .all left R modules M of finite injective dimension. The left finitistic
  ..projecti¨ e dimension of R lFPD R is defined similarly.
 .   .  ..The left finitistic dimensions lFID R and lFPD R can be arbitrarily
different as we now see.
w xEXAMPLE 2.1. In KKG, Ex. 1.2 the authors exhibit a finite dimen-
 .  .sional Artinian algebra. A with lFPD A s n and rFPD A s 0. It is
w x  .shown in B, p. 487, 8.4 that, for left Artinian rings A, rFID A s
 .  .  .lFPD A . Thus, the algebra above satisfies lFPD A s n and lFID A s
 .rFPD A s 0.
3. FIBRE PRODUCTS
 w x w xLet R be a fibre product of R and R over R9. See W or KK1 for1 2
.further explanation . Theorem 1.1 provides an upper bound for lgld R in
 .terms of lgld R and fd R , a ``two-sided'' result. We now show how ani i R
analogous ``one sided'' result can be obtained.
THEOREM 3.1. If R is a fibre product of R and R o¨er R9 then1 2
  .4lgld R F sup lgld R q pd R .is1, 2 i R i
The proof of this will depend upon the following:
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a fibre product of R and R o¨er R9. Let M1 2
niqm  .be a left R module such that Ext R , M s 0 for all m G 1, i s 1, 2,R i
and some positi¨ e integer n . Then id M F sup n qi R is 1 , 2 i
  ..4id , Hom R , Im f , whereR R i ni
f f f0 1 2
0 ª M ª I ª I ª ???0 1
is an injecti¨ e resolution for M.R
w xProof. The proof is similar to that of KK1, Proposition 3 except that
 .we apply the functors Ext R , to the given injective resolution of M,R i
 .rather than applying Tor R , to a projective resolution, and then useR i
w xFV, Theorem 2 , which states that a left R module N is injective iff the
 .left R modules Hom R , N are injective.i R i
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The technique of using injective properties in order to determine
bounds on global dimension will be a key feature in this paper.
We now prove Theorem 3.1:
 . niqm  .Proof. Set pd R s n . For any M g R mod we have Ext R , MR i i R i
s 0, for all m G 1. Thus, with the notation of Proposition 3.2, we have
   ..4id M F sup n q id Hom R , Im f . Taking suprema over all leftR is1, 2 i R R i ni i
R modules M gives the result.
Perhaps the most important example of a fibre product occurs when R
is a subring of a ring S and the two share an ideal I. In this situation R
can be considered as a fibre product of RrI and S over SrI. We now state
Theorem 3.1 in this case, where it can be considered as a ``change of rings
theorem,'' bounding gld R in terms of an overring and a factor ring.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let R be a subring of a ring S and suppose that I is a
common ideal. Then
lgld R F sup lgld S q pd S, lgld RrI q pd RrI . 4 .R R
Proof. Direct from Theorem 3.1.
As the following example will demonstrate, the bound given by this
result can be an improvement on that given by its ``two sided' analogue.
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider the following matrix subrings:
Z 0 0 Z 2Z 0
R s , S s ,Z Z 0 Z Z 0 /  /Z 2Z Z Z 2Z Z
and let I be the common ideal
0 0 0
I s .0 0 0 /Z 2Z Z
w xThen R is a fibre product of RrI and S over SrI. By KK2, Corollary 1.7 ,
rgld RrI s rgld Z q 1 s 2. Also, I is right R projective, pd S F 1 andR
w xby RS, Theorem 5 rgld S F 2. By Corollary 3.3 we have rgld R F
 4sup 2 q 1, 2 q 1 s 3. Working on the left hand side it is easy to check
 .that fd S s pd S s 2. Notice also that pd RrI s 1. Thus, Theorem 1.1R R R
 4gives rgld R F sup 2 q 2, 2 q 1 s 4 and so the ``one sided'' bound has
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improved upon its ``two sided'' analogue. Notice also that setting
2Z
M s Z /2Z
we have pd M G 2 and so, since R is Noetherian, rgld R s lgld R s 3.R
Thus, the one sided result has given the best bound possible.
In order to apply Corollary 3.3 we must calculate the projective dimen-
sion of two modules. However, if we merely wish to show that the ring R
 .has finite left or right global dimension then it is enough to calculate only
one projective dimension as the next result shows.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let R be a subring of a ring S such that S has finite left
global dimension. Let I be a shared ideal of R and S and suppose that
lgld RrI - ` and pd I - `. Then lgld R - `. In fact we ha¨e lgld R FR
.lgld S q lgld RrI q pd I q 1 .R
Proof. Set lgld RrI s m, pd I s n. From Corollary 3.3 we haveR
lgld R F sup lgld S q pd S, lgld RrI q pd RrI . 4 .R R
The exact sequence of left R modules
0 ª I ª S ª SrI ª 0
w xand McR, 2.1 gives pd S F m q n q 1. The result follows.R
The finitistic version of Theorem 3.1 is easily obtained.
THEOREM 3.6. If R is a fibre product of R and R o¨er R9 then1 2
lFID R F sup lFID R q n , 4 .  .i i
is1, 2
R .where n is a bound on the ¨anishing of Ext R , .i i
Proof. Choosing M g R mod with id M s l - ` means thatR
p .Ext R , M s 0 for p sufficiently large. Since n is a bound on theR i i
R . niqp  .vanishing of Ext R , then this implies that Ext R , M s 0 for alli R i
p G 1. Take an injective resolution of M,
f f f f0 1 2 l
0 ª M ª I ª I ª ??? ª I ª 0.0 1 l
We may apply Proposition 3.2 to obtain id M F sup n qR is1, 2 i
  ..4   ..id Hom R , Im f . It remains to show that id Hom R , Im f - `R R i n R R i ni i i i
and this follows from the long exact sequence of left R modulesi
0 ª Hom R , Im f .i n i
ª Hom R , I ??? ª Hom R , I ª Hom R , I ª 0 .  . .i n i ly1 i li
w xand FV, Theorem 2 .
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The self-injective dimension of a ring is often a useful invariant when
finite. We can quickly obtain a bound for this.
COROLLARY 3.7. If R is a fibre product of R and R o¨er R9 such that R1 2
is left Noetherian and id R - ` thenR
id R F sup lFID R q n , 4 .R i i
is1, 2
R .where n is a bound on the ¨anishing of Ext R , .i i
Proof. The proof is clear.
As the following example shows, the finitistic results can be applied even
 .when one of pd R is infinite.R i
EXAMPLE. Let
Z 2Z 2Z 2ZR s , S s M Z , and I s . .2 /  /2Z Z 2Z 2Z
Notice that, as left R modules S ( I. We have a short exact sequenceR R
0 ª I ª R [ R ª I ª 0 ) .
 .and so n s 0 is a bound on the vanishing of Ext S, . Also, the exactR
sequence
0 ª I ª R ª RrI ª 0
 .  .and ) show that n s 1 is a bound on the vanishing of Ext RrI, . NowR
Zr2Z 0
RrI (  /0 Zr2Z
 .  .and so lFID RrI s 0. Clearly, lFID S s 1 and so applying Theorem 3.6
 .   .  . 4 we have lFID R F sup lFID S q 0, lFID R q 1 s 1. We note that the
 . .exact sequence ) shows that pd S is infinite.R
4. BIMODULE DIRECT SUMMANDS
We now study the situation when R is a subring of a ring S such that R
is an R bimodule direct summand of S. As mentioned earlier, it is well
known that rgld R F rgld S q pd S in this case. The corresponding resultR
  .  .for finitistic dimension i.e., rFPD R F rFPD S q pd S , where R is aR
.bimodule direct summand of S is not true. The author would like to thank
Professors E. Kirkman and J. Kuzmanovich for suggesting the following
example, which demonstrates this.
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EXAMPLE 4.1. For a ring R we denote the Jacobson radical of R by
 .   ..2J R . We note that for a finite dimensional algebra R with J R s 0
 .  4then rFPD R s sup pd M q 1, where M is a simple right R module ofR
 .  .finite projective dimension and M is the right socle of J R and
 . w x  2 .rFPD R s 0 if no such M exists. Let k be a field and set A s k x r x .
Clearly, k is a subring of A. Let M s ArxA. Notice that M is both a
simple A module and a simple k module.
 .   ..2Notice also that J A s xA and J A s 0. Now set
A 0 ??? 0
M k
. .M M k . .. .T s ,.n . 0. 0M ??? M M k 0
M ??? M M A
and let
0 0 ??? 0
0 0
. .M 0 0 . .. .I s ,.n . 0. 0M ??? M 0 0 0
M ??? M M 0 0
an ideal of T . Now set S s T rI ; S has a subringn n n n n
k 0 ??? 0
M k
. .0 M k . .. .R s ..n . 0. 00 ??? 0 M k 0
0 ??? 0 M A
 .Clearly, R is an R bimodule direct summand of S and rFPD R sn n n n
 .n y 1 whilst rFPD S s pd S s 0.n R
As the above example shows, one sided results concerned purely with
projective dimensions do not always hold in the finitistic case. The use of
 .finitistic injective dimension well illustrated in this paper provides one
solution to this problem. As mentioned earlier, another solution is to
w xprovide a two sided bound. Kirkman and Kuzmanovich KK3 have proved
the following.
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w xLEMMA 4.2 KK3, Theorem 6 . Let R be a subring of a ring S such that R
 .  .is an R bimodule direct summand of S. Then rFPD R F rFPD S q n,
 .where n is a bound on the ¨anishing of Tor , S .R
 .Notice that in computing a bound on the vanishing of Tor , S weR
regard S as a left R module in order to bound the right finitistic
dimension of R. We shall provide a ``one sided'' analogue of this result by
considering the finitistic injective dimensions of the rings R and S. First,
w xwe note a result which follows as in CE, pp. 345]346 . Let R and S be
n  .rings and A, B , C modules. If B is projective and Ext S, C s 0 forS R S R S R
 . n  . n  ..all n ) 0 then ;n G 1 Ext B m A, C ( Ext A, Hom B, C . InR S S R
particular, if R is a subring of S and we set B s S then this becomes
n  . n  ..Ext A, C ( Ext A, Hom S, C .R S R
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a subring of a ring S such that R is an R
bimodule direct summand of S. Then
lFID R F lFID S q n .  .
 .where n is a bound on the ¨anishing of Ext S, .R
Proof. Let M be a left R module of finite injective dimension. Let W
be the nth cosyzygy of an injective R resolution of M. We shall show that
 . p .id W F lFID S . Since id M - ` then Ext S, M s 0 for all p suffi-R R R
p .ciently large and so Ext S, M s 0 for all p G n q 1. By dimensionR
nqp . p . p .shifting we have Ext S, M ( Ext S, W and so Ext S, W s 0 forR R R
p .all p G 1. Now for any left S module X we have Ext X, W (R
p  ..   .. p .Ext X, Hom S, W and so id Hom S, W - `. Thus, Ext X, WS R S R R
 .s 0 for all p G lFID S q 1, and for all left S modules X. Now let Y be
an arbitrary left R module. Since R is an R bimodule direct summand of
S then Y is an R module direct summand of S m Y. By the above,R
p .  . p .Ext S m Y, W s 0 for all p G lFID S q 1. Hence, Ext Y, W s 0 forR R
 .  .  .all p G lFID S q 1. Hence id W F lFID S and so id M F lFID S q n.R R
Taking suprema over all left R modules of finite injective dimension gives
the required result.
Finally, we note that this proof can also be used to show that, for any
left R module N, id N F lgld S q pd S. Taking suprema over all left RR R
modules we have lgld R F lgld S q pd S, reproducing, with entirely differ-R
w xent proof, McR, 7.2.8 .
5. T-NILPOTENCE
We now provide a one sided analogue of Theorem 1.1 and the corre-
sponding finitistic version. Recall first that a subset I of a ring is said to be
right T-nilpotent on M g R mod if, for every m g M and every sequence
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a , a , . . . g I, there exists a natural number n such that a a ??? a m s1 2 n ny1 1
0. We shall be concerned with the case when R is a ring and I is a right
T-nilpotent ideal of R.
LEMMA 5.1. Let R be a ring and I an ideal of R. If M g R mod is
  ..injecti¨ e then Hom RrI, M is injecti¨ e.R r I R
Proof. The proof is straightforward.
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let R be a ring, I a right T-nilpotent ideal of R and
p .M g R mod such that Ext RrI, M s 0 for all p ) 0. Then id M sR R
  ..id Hom RrI, M .R r I R
  ..Proof. We proceed by induction on n s id Hom RrI, M . Sup-R r I R
 .pose that n s 0. If E M is an injective hull for M then we have an exact
sequence of left R modules,
0 ª M ¨ E M ª L ª 0. .
 .Apply Ext RrI, to give the exact sequence of left RrI modules:R
0 ª Hom RrI , M ¨ Hom RrI , E M ª Hom RrI , L .  .  . .R R R
ª Ext RrI , M s 0. .R
  ..  .Now Hom RrI, E M is an essential extension of Hom RrI, M andR R
 .   ..so Hom RrI, M ( Hom RrI, E M as left RrI modules. Thus,R R
 . w xHom RrI, L s 0 and so by S, Corollary 1 , L s 0 and hence M isR R
injective. Now suppose the result is true for all k - n and let
  ..  .id Hom RrI, M s n. As above, letting E M be an injective hullR r I R
for M, we obtain the exact sequence of left RrI modules,
0 ª Hom RrI , M ¨ Hom RrI , E M ª Hom RrI , L ª .  .  . .R R R
Ext RrI , M s 0, .R
 .and so, by Lemma 5.1, id Hom RrI, L s n y 1. By induction,R r I R
id L s n y 1 and so id M s n.R R
w xTHEOREM 5.3 S, Theorem 3.4 . Let R be a ring and I a right T-nilpotent
ideal of R. Then
lgld R F lgld RrI q pd RrI . .  .R
 .Proof. Set n s pd RrI . Let M be an arbitrary left R module. FormR
an exact sequence
f f1 n
0 ª M ¨ I ª I ª ??? ª ª X ª 0,0 1 n
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where each I is an injective left R module. By dimension shifting,j
nqp . p .  .Ext RrI, M ( Ext RrI, X . Since pd RrI s n then X satisfiesR R n R n
 .the conditions of the proposition and so id X s id Hom RrI, X FR n R r I R n
lgld RrI. Since id M F id X q n then taking suprema over all left RR R n
modules gives the result.
We now give the finitistic version of Theorem 5.3.
COROLLARY 5.4. Let R be a ring and I a right T-nilpotent ideal of R. Then
lFID R F lFID RrI q n , .
 .where n is a bound on the ¨anishing of Ext RrI, .R
Proof. Let M be a left R module with finite left injective dimension.
p .This means that for sufficiently large p we must have Ext RrI, M s 0R
 .and, since n is a bound on the vanishing of Ext RrI, , thatR
nqp .Ext RrI, M s 0 for all p G 1. The result now follows as in the proofR
of Theorem 5.3.
We also have:
COROLLARY 5.5. Let R be a left Noetherian ring and suppose id R - `.R
 .If I is a right T-nilpotent ideal of R then id R F lFID RrI q n, where n is aR
 .bound on the ¨anishing of Ext RrI, .R
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